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Abstract: The reason for the asymmetry phenomenon of Shock/Boundary Layer Interactions (SBLI) in
a completely symmetric duct with symmetric flow conditions is still an open question. A theoretical
model for the asymmetry of shock train in supersonic flows is proposed based on the properties of fluid
entrainment in the mixing layer and momentum conservation. Flow deflection angles downstream
from different SBLI regions were deduced from this model. Steady numerical simulations were
conducted to model the asymmetry of the SBLI in an isolator tested by Carroll. The obtained deflection
angles using the theoretical model with the aerodynamic parameters from the numerical results of
forced symmetric isolator flow give a larger range estimation and a close average value compared
with the asymmetric full duct flow. This showed that the entrainment of shear layer on the separation
induced by SBLI plays a dominant role in the asymmetry of the confined SBLI.
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1. Introduction

The asymmetry phenomenon of Shock/Boundary Layer Interactions (SBLI) in a completely
symmetric duct with symmetric flow conditions, e.g., an asymmetric shock train (Figure 1), has been
observed frequently by many researchers. The reason for the flow asymmetry is still an open question,
and has been clarified neither by experiment nor by numerical simulation [1].
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numbers 1.33 to 2.79 and reported that when the airstream Mach exceeded 1.60 considerable flow 
asymmetry was observed. The asymmetry of shock train was described in detail in the series of 
experiments at Ma2.45 carried out by Carroll and Dutton [4,5]. They found that there are two modes 
of unsteadiness in the oblique shock train: a high-frequency streamwise oscillation and a low-
frequency transverse oscillation related to the neutrally stable, asymmetric character of the shock 
pattern, i.e., the shock system is sometimes attached to the lower wall and is sometimes attached to 

Figure 1. Asymmetric shock train in a nozzle with a small divergence angle [2].

The asymmetric shock system in a symmetric and nearly constant area rectangular duct was
discovered experimentally by many researchers. Ikui et al. [3] investigated shock trains at Mach
numbers 1.33 to 2.79 and reported that when the airstream Mach exceeded 1.60 considerable flow
asymmetry was observed. The asymmetry of shock train was described in detail in the series of
experiments at Ma2.45 carried out by Carroll and Dutton [4,5]. They found that there are two modes of
unsteadiness in the oblique shock train: a high-frequency streamwise oscillation and a low-frequency
transverse oscillation related to the neutrally stable, asymmetric character of the shock pattern, i.e.,
the shock system is sometimes attached to the lower wall and is sometimes attached to the upper
wall, flipping from one wall to the other during the course of a test run. In addition, the frequency
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of second flipping oscillation rises as the confinement parameter δu/h increases. Their experiments
at three different confinement levels showed that the shock train is more asymmetric at δu/h = 0.26
than those at 0.15 and 0.35. Sugiyama et al. [6,7] observed an asymmetric oblique shock train in Mach
4.0 experiments. Gawehn et al. [2] also observed the flipping unsteadiness of a shock train in a Laval
nozzle with a small divergence angle.

The reason for the asymmetry of confined SBLI is not clear yet, but many researchers, e.g.,
Lawrence [8], Papamoschou and Zill [9], Myshenkov [10], and Wang [11], attributed it to the Coanda
effect, which is used for the tendency of a fluid jet issuing tangentially onto a curved or angled solid
surface to adhere to it [12,13]. The entrainment of the jet on ambient fluid is regarded as the cause
for Coanda effect which has been applied widely in industry. The Coanda effect was confirmed
experimentally by Allery et al. [14] to work in an asymmetrical configuration as it does in a single
wall case: the jet reattaches randomly to either of two walls. Wang et al. [15] created a theoretical
model for asymmetry of SBLI in nozzle flows based on the properties of fluid entrainment in the
mixing layer. Verma et al. [16] conducted experiments on Ma2.0 planar nozzles, with results indicating
that the state of the boundary layer and the separated shear layer to the nozzle walls seem to play a
dominant role in initiating conditions that favor the origin of flow asymmetry in nozzles. Telega et
al. [17] experimentally found that if the sizes of λ-feet are measured in ratio to the height of division
point, both their normalized sizes are the same.

This study was motivated by the research work of Piponniau et al. [18] who proposed a model
based on the properties of fluid entrainment in the mixing layer to explain low frequency unsteadiness
on shock induced separation. Due to the close relation between Piponniau’s model and the Coanda
effect, his model is developed further in this paper to create a theoretical model for the asymmetry of
shock train in a nearly constant area duct whose flowfield data were obtained by numerical simulations.
The shock train flow in a full duct tested by Carroll [5] was simulated numerically for the numerical
method verification and for comparison with the theoretical results.

2. Theoretical Considerations

2.1. Aerodynamic Scheme

According to Piponniau et al. [18], when a separation bubble is produced by SBLI (Figure 2),
eddies form from the separation line in the mixing layer zone (the reversed flow in the separation
bubble is regarded as the other stream) and grow as the separation bubble moves downstream. Fluid
from the separation zone is entrained by the mixing layer. Near the middle of the bubble (where the
mixing layer has the maximum thickness), these eddies shed into the downstream flow, bringing with
them their mass, momentum, and vorticity outside the separation region. This generates a default
of mass in the separation region, which increases over time. Therefore, when the flow reattaches
downstream, the mass amount inside the bubble decreases.
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Now, we consider the situation of an asymmetric SBLI in a 2D duct, whose flowfield pattern
is sketched in Figure 3. The Coanda effect works in this flow, and the entrainment of mixing layer
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on a separation bubble near the lower wall reduces the mass and pressure inside the bubble, and
the opposite phenomena happen near the upper wall. The pressure difference between two sides
deflects the shock train to the lower wall. To understand how the result of asymmetry occurs, an
imaginary symmetric flowfield, which is supposed to be the situation before the asymmetric flow
pattern appearing, is sketched in Figure 4. Prior to creating the asymmetry model, three assumptions
are made in this situation:

(1) Based on the features of the Coanda effect introduced in Section 1, it is assumed that the
entrainment of mixing layer only activates on one side, while the separation bubble on the other
side stays fixed.

(2) After the shedding of eddies, the mass and pressure are reduced inside the bubble but its size
stays constant.

(3) If the final flow is still symmetric, a new amount of reversed flow from downstream enters the
bubble at reattachment point R to ensure the balance [19].

In the plane reflected shock case, large vortices are shed downstream at the position where the
mixing layer reaches its maximum thickness, i.e., the position with maximum separation bubble
thickness, which is approximately at the middle of separation bubble [20]. The distance from the
shedding position of large vortices to the reattachment point is denoted as L2 (Figure 2).

Based on the above assumptions and deduction, we now discuss the total mass entrained from
separation bubble. Total entrained mass is the product of entrainment mass rate

.
me and entrainment

time Te. The rate of mass entrainment can be obtained from Piponniau’s model (will be deduced later).
According to the third assumption, the distance between mass escaping from the bubble and mass
returning into the bubble is L2, and then the time that can be used for entrainment is given by:

Te =
L2

a2
(1)

where a2 is the sonic speed on the low-velocity side of the mixing layer.
With the total entrained mass, the pressure drop inside the bubble after the entrainment can be

obtained based on the second assumption. For the shock train case, a remarkable difference in the
shock patterns between Figures 2 and 4 is that there are multiple SBLIs. Therefore, the above model
for the single SBLI was applied to each SBLI in shock train. The total force difference between two
sides of the duct was obtained by integrating pressure drops of all SBLIs. Finally, the deflection angle
downstream the shock train was obtained from the longitudinal momentum conservation equation,
which was compared with the actual deflection angle of the flow.
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2.2. Theoretical Model for Flow Deflection with Entrainment for Multiple SBLIs

According to Piponniau’s entrainment model, the separation bubble is approximated by a triangle
of length L1 and height h (Figure 2) with an average density of ρm. Then, the air mass in the bubble by
unit span is given by:

Mb =
1
2
ρmL1h. (2)

The rate of mass entrainment [18] is:

.
me =

∫ y0(x0)

δ2(x0)
ρudy = ρmδw(x0)

∫ 0

−
1
2

udη = ρmu1δ
′
wx0[(1− r)C +

r
2
] (3)

where δ2 (x) is the vertical coordinate of the edge of the mixing layer on the low-velocity side and y0(x)
is the vertical coordinate of the centerline of the mixing layer, and x0 = L3 = L1 − L2 denotes the position
where large eddies shed, η is the similarity variable, the constant C � 0.14, δw and δw’ are respectively
the local thickness and the spreading rate of the mixing layer, and the latter can be expressed by the
following relation according to Papamoschou and Roshko [21]:

δ′w =
δ′re f

2
(1− r)(1 +

√
s)

1 + r
√

s
Φ(Mc) (4)

where δref’ � 0.16 is the spreading rate for subsonic half jet [22]. r = u2/u1 and s = ρ2/ρ1 are velocity
ratio and density ratio across the mixing layer, respectively. The function Φ(Mc) is the normalized
spreading rate of mixing layer and is dependent on the convective Mach number Mc:

Mc =
u1 − u2

a1 + a2
(5)

Φ(Mc) must be determined by experiment [23] and Figure 5 gives its empirical value depending on the
convective Mach number. Piponniau et al. [18] introduced a function g(r,s) as:

g(r, s) =
δ′re f

2
(1− r)(1 +

√
s)

1 + r
√

s
[(1− r)C +

r
2
] (6)

Finally, we obtain the rate of mass entrainment:

.
me = ρmL3u1Φ(Mc)g(r, s) (7)
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Consequently, we discuss the pressure variation in the bubble. The total mass of entrainment is:

Me =
.

meT = ρmL3L2
u1

a2
Φ(Mc)g(r, s) (8)

Based on the second assumption, the volume of bubble keeps constant, and the temperature in
the bubble is considered as invariant, then the density and pressure in the bubble after entraining are:

ρe =
Mb −Me

Vb
= ρm[1−

2L3L2u1

L1ha2
Φ(Mc)g(r, s)] (9)

pe =
ρe

ρm
pm = pm[1−

2L3L2u1

L1ha2
Φ(Mc)g(r, s)] (10)

where pm is the initial average pressure in the bubble. Then, according to the first assumption, we can
obtain the pressure drop in the bubble:

∆p =
2L3L2u1

L1ha2
pmΦ(Mc)g(r, s)]. (11)

Equation (11) can be written as:

∆p =
2L3L2

L1h
M1

√
T1

T2
p2Φ(Mc)g(r, s) (12)

pm = p2 is applied in Equation (12) where p2 denotes the static pressure near the point 2 in Figure 4.
Equation (12) is applied to each SBLI of shock train (Figure 4) to obtain the pressure drop in

each divided separation bubble. Then, based on the pressure drops in all bubbles, we calculate the
deflection angle of flow. Writing the vertical momentum conservation for the control volume in
Figure 3, we obtain: ∑n

1
∆piL1i − pehe sin β =

.
mue sin β (13)

where n is the number of divided separation bubble in shock train, L1i is the length of each divided
separation bubble, pe is the pressure at the end of control volume, he is the duct height at the end of
control volume,

.
m is the mass flow rate of the main stream, ue is the main stream velocity at the exit,

and β is the flow deflection angle from horizontal direction (Figure 3). Then from Equation (13), we
obtain:

β = arcsin(

∑n
1 ∆piL1i

pehe +
.

mue
) (14)
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3. Model Application Based on Numerical Results of An Isolator

3.1. Isolator Geometry and Numerical Methods

Carroll’s shock train experiments at Ma2.45 [5] were chosen to verify the model for asymmetry
proposed in Section 2. The experiments were conducted in a planar, two-dimensional supersonic wind
tunnel with a nozzle exit height of 38.1 mm and a test section length of 754 mm. Both top and bottom
walls have a divergence angle of 0.25◦. Simulations were not attempted to model the whole test duct
but started from the onset of SBLI where the duct has a height of 40.2 mm. The inlet conditions were as
follows: Mach number M0 = 2.45, total pressure pt0 = 310 kPa, total temperature Tt0 = 295 K, and the
inlet boundary layer velocity profile was given by a 1/7 power-law with a boundary layer thickness of
5.4 mm. The simulations for both full and forced symmetric ducts were conducted.

The Reynolds-averaged governing equations for compressible turbulent flow with a two-equation
SST (Shear Stress Transport) turbulence model in the CFX software were employed to simulate idea
gas (γ = 1.4) steady flows. The computational domain and boundary conditions of these two models
are shown in Figure 6. Two kinds of meshes were used for the full nozzle simulations to judge the
mesh sensitivity: the coarse one had 89,800 grids and the fine one had 195,247 grids. The total number
of grid used was 51,900 for the half duct. All meshes used in the simulations had a higher density near
the wall and the minimum first grid point from the walls provided a y+ < 1. An adiabatic, no slip wall
boundary condition was specified for all the walls in these simulations. Back pressure with a ratio of
5.85 relative to the inlet static pressure was imposed on the outlet boundary to produce the shock train
in the ducts.
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Figure 6. Computational domain and boundary conditions for isolator flow simulations: (a) Full
isolator; (b) forced symmetric half isolator.

3.2. Numerical Verification of Asymmetric SBLI in Full Duct

An asymmetric oblique shock train attached to the bottom wall was obtained from the simulation
with the coarse mesh for the full duct (Figure 7a), which is similar to the experimental Schlieren picture
in Figure 7c from Carroll [5]. The oblique shock train consists of three pairs of distinct shock waves
and other weaker shock waves. The angle between the centerline of the shock train and the centerline
of the duct was around 3.9◦, which represents the maximum deflection in the shock train region.
Figure 7a shows a large closed separation bubble near the top wall that is longer than the shock train.
On the bottom wall, there is a small obvious separation bubble caused by the first SBLI. An asymmetric
oblique shock train attached to the top wall (Figure 7b) was observed from the simulation with the
fine mesh; however, except for this difference, the other flowfield features including the shock train
deflection angle were similar as the flowfield in Figure 7a. The difference of asymmetry direction of
the shock train is caused by its neutral stability which was observed in the experiments by Carroll [5],
i.e., the shock system sometimes is attached to the lower wall and sometimes is attached to the upper
wall, flipping from one wall to the other during the course of a test run.
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Wall pressure distributions from simulation with the coarse mesh also agreed well with
experimental results (Figure 8), and both results showed an obvious asymmetry of shock train.
The pressure vibration along the bottom wall was caused by the shock train, while there was no distinct
pressure vibration along the top wall due to the shock train being isolated by the large separation
bubble near the wall.Symmetry 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 11 
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Figure 8. Wall pressure distributions from simulation and experiment (x0 denotes the onset of the
SBLI): (a) bottom wall; (b) top wall.

3.3. The Overall Deflection Angle Calculation for Asymmetric Shock Train

In order to evaluate the flow asymmetry in the whole shock train region, an overall deflection
angle was defined by considering the streamtube deformation of the main stream. Three different
streamtubes based on the main stream streamlines are shown in Figure 9, where the streamtube
AB1CD1 covers the region of the first SBLI and the streamtube AB3CD3 covers all the three SBLIs. The
deflection angles of the upper side and the lower side of a streamtube were averaged to be taken as the
overall deflection angle. Taking the streamtube AB3CD3 as an example, the angle between its upper
side AB3 and the horizontal direction is θ3 (taking the counterclockwise as the positive), and the angle
between its lower side CD3 and the horizontal direction is δ3, as shown in Figure 9. We suppose that
for the symmetric shock train, the angle between its lower side and the horizontal direction is η (here,
η is an absolute value), and the angle between its upper side and the horizontal direction is −η. Then,
the deflection angle of the upper side AB3 from the imaginary symmetric flow to the actual asymmetric
flow is:

αupper = θ3 − (−η) (15)

The deflection angle of the lower side CD3 is:

αlower = δ3 − η (16)
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Finally, the overall deflection angle of the streamtube is calculated as:

β3 =
αlower + αupper

2
=
δ3 + θ3

2
(17)

The overall deflection angles of the three streamtubes in Figure 9 were obtained using Equation (17)
and are shown in Figure 10 (the black solid line), where the deflection angle varies with a small range
of −2.6◦ to −2.1◦ for the three different SBLI regions.
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Figure 9. Three streamtubes including different SBLI regions for deflection angle calculations.
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theoretical results.

3.4. Model Application Based on Numerical Results of Half Duct with Forced Symmetry at Ma2.45

The flowfield in the forced symmetric model in Figure 6b was computed in order to apply the
asymmetry model described in Section 2.2. The numerical results showed that a symmetric oblique
shock train is produced and there are three obvious and almost independent separation bubbles caused
by the first three strong SBLIs (Figure 11). Compared to the asymmetric shock train in the full duct, the
pseudo-shock region in the half duct is shorter than that in the full duct, since the pressure increases
more quickly in the half duct (Figure 12a). In Figure 12b, near the wall of the half duct, there are
three distinct separation bubbles where the wall shear stress is lower than zero, as shown in Figure 11,
although the first two bubbles are not uncoupled completely.
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Figure 12. Wall pressure distributions and wall shear stresses for the full duct and the half duct (x0

denotes the onset of the SBLI): (a) Wall static pressure distribution; (b) wall shear stress.

The first SBLI had the largest separation bubble among the three SBLIs, whose velocity contours
in the x direction and streamlines are shown in Figure 13, and some necessary parameters of the bubble
for the asymmetry model application described in Section 2.2 can be extracted from this figure and
Figure 12b. The first bubble has a length of 87.2 mm and a height of 7.69 mm. The main stream velocity
in the x direction near the highest point of the mixing layer is taken as the high-velocity side velocity of
the mixing layer, i.e., u1 is 469 m/s for the first SBLI. The low-velocity side velocity is taken from the
maximum reversed velocity in the separation bubble, i.e., u2 is −76 m/s in Figure 13. After obtaining
all the necessary aerodynamic parameters of the first separation (Table 1), Equation (14) was applied to
calculate the theoretical flow deflection angle downstream the first SBLI (now n = 1 in Equation (14)).
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Table 1. Aerodynamic parameters of the separation and asymmetry for the first SBLI of shock train
with forced symmetry.

Part T1/T2
u1

(m/s) r s g(r,s)
× 102 Mc Φ(Mc) h

(mm)
L1

(mm)
L2

(mm)
∆p

(Pa) pe/pt0
he

(mm)
.

mue (N) β1
(◦)

I 0.64 469 −0.162 0.391 1.35 0.88 0.32 7.69 87.2 35.0 1218 0.097 21 3927 −1.4

A similar process was also applied to the other two separation bubbles, and then the necessary
parameters of these three separation bubbles were obtained for the calculation of the asymmetry model
and are listed in Table 2. Finally, the theoretical deflection angles of the flow behind the second and
the third SBLI were also calculated using Equation (14). These three theoretical deflection angles for
the three different positions are shown in Figure 10 (the red solid line). Compared with the actual
deflection angles from the full duct simulation, the theoretical result produced a larger angle variation,
and the averaged deflection angles from the theoretical result and the actual full duct were very close
(two dashed lines in Figure 10).
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Table 2. Aerodynamic parameters of the separation and asymmetry for the three SBLIs with
forced symmetry.

Part T1/T2
u1

(m/s) r s g(r,s)
× 102 Mc Φ(Mc) h

(mm)
L1

(mm)
L2

(mm)
∆p

(Pa) pe/pt0
he

(mm)
.

mue (N) β3
(◦)

I 0.64 469 −0.162 0.391 1.35 0.88 0.32 7.69 87.2 35.0 1218
0.176 20 3387 −3.2II 0.76 381 −0.125 0.418 1.53 0.67 0.46 6.32 44.0 17.5 1539

III 0.84 331 −0.037 0.432 1.78 0.52 0.60 2.28 21.3 8.9 3402

4. Conclusions

A theoretical model for the asymmetry of shock train in the nearly constant area duct was
proposed based on the properties of fluid entrainment in the mixing layer and momentum conservation.
The deflection angles of different positions in a shock train were calculated using the theoretical
model with the aerodynamic parameters of separation bubbles from the simulation result of a forced
symmetric shock train in a half duct at Ma2.45. The full duct flow was also simulated numerically for
comparison with theoretical results. The theoretical and numerical results showed that:

(1) The flowfield of an asymmetric shock train in a full duct can be simulated satisfactorily numerically,
which agrees well with the experimental result.

(2) The neutral stability of shock train asymmetry was observed in the steady simulations, i.e., the
shock train attached randomly to the lower wall or to the upper wall of the duct for the different
simulation runs.

(3) The theoretical model for the shock train asymmetry produces a larger range estimation and a
close averaged value of the deflection angle compared to the actual full duct flow.
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